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Encouraging results in teaching by the writer have fol-
lowed emphasis upon: (1) definite correlation of the intro-
ductory course in psychology with basal studies, and upon
(2) the class experiment. Welcome to him, therefore, is the
suggestion of Professor Seashore (this JOTJKNAL, Jan., 1910).
that psychologists should co-operate to prepare a series of
exercises suitable for class-room use. lie says there are
four ways in which we may teach psychology by experiment:
(1) the regular technical laboratory course; (2) the exhibi-
tion experiment before a class; (3) the individual experi-
ment without apparatus; (4) the class experiment. This
fourth way requires that the student should take active and
responsible part in the experiment, that the experiment should
be sufficiently intensive to make it vital, and each step must
be explained and interpreted. Each of the four ways is
valuable in its place, but it is evident to us that the class
experiment offers superior merit.

Added to the needed application of the class experi-
ment, a matter to which we shall return, it appears that an
equally urgent need is a more vigorous readjustment of our
curricula so that courses in psychology may not be under-
taken except by students with a modicum of preparation in
physics, chemistry and biology, as well as in history, litera-
ture and language. This conviction is the result of some
years' trial of different methods of instruction in psychology,
e. g., use of textbook, lectures, individual experiments—in
dealing both with normal school and with college students,
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who expect to teaeh. The experience of these years will be
summarized in what follows, as: (1) preparation found ap-
propriate for introductory courses in psychology; (2) a sam-
ple class experiment as adopted and justified in use.

1. Irregularity of preparation in students both of normal
school and of college courses is due to manifold causes, such
as: lax entrance regulations, differences due to age, capacity,
health and sometimes to electives not safeguarded by wise
grouping. Once a class is before us, the insufficiency of
preparation is not easily remedied. If attacked in time, one
remediable cause of unfitness for psychological study is the
failure to correlate in advance the departments indicated. I
have heard of students studying in the order named, as fol-
lows : educational psychology, philosophy and psychology, and
afterwards chemistry, physics and perhaps neurology. One
strong youth, a victim of such labor, confessed to me that his
whole course seemed largely a maze of unrelated and half-
forgotten details. To overcome by correlation a confusion of
studies it seems would be something more than mere sub-"
servience to logical order; the principles of growth demand
it. And for the sake both of economy and appercep-
tion the value of consecutive arrangement of courses aside
from theory appears to us practical and certain, as the out-
come of actual trials with groups of students with and with-
out the benefits of such correlation. The arrangement of
studies here noted has regard especially for the assimilation
of psychology as a basis for educational theory, but the prin-
ciple seems valid also when psychology is undertaken for
other specific aims or for general culture.

The trials referred to concern three years' endeavor with
normal school and with college students, in an institution
which was practically a normal school having courses respect-
ively of two and of four years, intended for the preparation
of teachers for elementary and high schools. Local condi-
tions, one of which was the failure of the state to provide
any normal school, made it impracticable to eliminate sum-
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marily the normal school courses; and on the other hand,
the expectation of developing a true teachers' college with
independent endowment made necessary the college work.
The new George Peabody College for Teachers, which has
received the expected endowment, will represent the culmi-
nation of the hopes in reference to a teachers' college.

Three years of transition and development in the old in-
stitution afforded the writer some opportunity to observe
the effects of devices in his work of instruction. During the
first year he was forced to receive students with slight uni-
formity of preparation. During the second year faculty legis-
lation was secured which required of students upon enter-
ing psychology that they should have had about two quar-
ters' work, including laboratory exercises, in each of the
three sciences, physics, chemistry and biology (with stress
upon the physiology of the nervous system). Average prepa-
ration in mathematics, history, literature and languages was
also secured. Legislation further effected the separation of
the normal school and the college work by formation of sepa-
rate class-groups, and the standard of admission to the first
was made 8y2 Carnegie units and to the college 14 units.
Hitherto the regular courses had been interchangeable for
credit in either normal or college department. The distinc-
tion made in standards, the "better grouping of students and
the adaptation of the nature, quantity and quality of work
respectively to the two general groups obviously were bene-
ficial. The conditions were not altogether unique in America,
although the causes thereof were unusual. They are re-
corded here as explanatory of our efforts for correlation as
well as being suggestive possibly to institutions whose cur-
ricula remain in an undefined, confused state. Where sum-
mary amputation is impossible, an ameliorative treatment
consists in the actual separation of classes and the correla-
tion of studies, with regard for the specific aim of the institu-
tion.
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Looking backward we know that the normal school year,
with its rigid curriculum having no electives, was over-
crowded. Semesters would have been better than quarters
for the plan executed. Nevertheless the zeal and understand-
ing manifest in the large elementary classes of psychology
were better than hitherto. In the college psychology (Junior
class) the results were gratifying in marked degree, as evinced
by comparison of general observation of the relative charac-
ter of habits and knowledge, as contrasted with those of pre-
vious classes, as well as by the criterion of class records. It
is hoped also that the effect of the measures adopted will
help the students to make good choices from the wide range
of electives offered during the Senior year of the college
course. The preparation and character of the class as a whole
made it possible to utilize the class experiment more than
heretofore.

The first quarter's work (twelve weeks) was followed by
the course in educational psychology. The texts used during
the first quarter were Ebbinghaus (Meyer) and Seashore.
During the second quarter Bagley's Educative Process, sup-
plemented by frequent reference to Adolescence (Hall).

2. The class experiment utilized with most benefit was an
adaptation of Seashore's simple directions (Elementary Ex-
periments, page 131) for the simultaneous use of the college
class. There were fourteen students in the group. Upon
a heavy white cardboard (43 x 91 cm.) pegs (brass pins)
were glued in 24 different positions. Upon white cards (9 x 10
cm.) geometrical symbols were marked with blue ink. Another
set of symbols was made by marking the back of same
cards. Dennison's cloth suspension rings were used for
hangers. A few familiar symbols, Greek letters, were
purposely included, but the geometrical designs were gen-
erally different from Seashore's, which each student had seen
perhaps in his book. The symbols with meaning of course
served to bring out vividly in the data the factors of asso-
ciation and interest.
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The procedure, including exposures, recording data, expla-
nations, comparisons and discussions, occupied two weeks.
We are still discussing some of the problems naturally
evolved. Home-work consisted in assigned readings, and the
making of calculations and of graphical representations. Care
was taken with notebooks and habits involved; systematic
records were exacted; the data were grouped separately on
the pages from the opinions, inferences and problems. In the
class the method was: on the first day, after distribution of
eight blank papers to each student, and following careful
instruction as to procedure, records and evaluation of results,
eight successive exposures were made, each of 15 seconds,
with intervals of two and one-half minutes for writing the
remembered symbols. (Fig. I.)- The papers after each in-
terval were put out of sight. The grading agreed upon was:
value of five per cent was given to a correctly made symbol
in right order; a value of two and one-half per cent for a
correctly made symbol in wrong order. The remainder of
the hour was devoted to recording introspections. On the
second day the experiment was repeated with same symbols
grouped differently. (Fig. II.) The third day was spent
in comparing introspections and in the examination by the
class of the graphical representations (made by the students)
of the results of the two tests. The curves were tacked upon
the wall temporarily in order to expedite comparison of re-
sults and the study of individual differences. The intro-
spections revealed the random processes of some students as
contrasted with the devices used by others in memorizing,
and also some interesting facts concerning imagery. The
whole and the part methods were discussed. The students
were urged to do better on the morrow when an entirely
new set of symbols would be used. It was expected inci-
dentally that because of the practice and the ideals incul-
cated so far, that some improvement would be shown in repro-
ducing the third new set of symbols (Fig. III.) The record
(Fig. IV), a reproduction of one made by a student, is typical
and indicates a failure to register marked improvement with
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the new material. This failure may be due to the greater
difficulty of the third set, which therefore demanded more
time for reproduction. The lines A, B, C in this record
represent for one student the data of the three groups of
tests in the order named. The lack of improvement brought
up questions which concern the problem of formal discipline,
and opportunity was given to call attention to the numerous
experiments upon the effects of special practice.

The second week was occupied in formulating some of the
problems suggested in the course of the experiment, such
as: "impression, retention, recollection, recognition," and the
factors of repetition, recency, interest, fatigue and of asso-
ciation. One or two of these were elaborated by means of
another class experiment. E. g., to exemplify the factor of
association a mnemonic device of our own contrivance was
used so that each member of the class was enabled, in spite
of frequently expressed initial feeling of inability to per-
form the task, to repeat accurately in any order a list of
disconnected words spoken to the class but once. After the
•feat, careful explanation was given and received with eager-
ness concerning: (1) the general history of mnemonic sys-
tems; (2) the impracticability and fraudulent nature of adver-
tised "systems of memory training"; (3) the actual working
of the associative function, in this case without repetition.

One could hardly claim that the getting of reliable data
is the prime aim of this class experiment. But we secured
in some students a measure of appreciation of the scientific
method; a spirit of co-operation more intense than rivalry;
perhaps some discipline in certain habits of attending; con-
siderable information, and the class was agreeably stimu-
lated—as no mere text-book memorizing had stimulated—to
an attempt to formulate naturally the problems of the mem-
ory processes. Spontaneous inquiries were evoked, co-opera-
tion, interest and work were the rule. Finally, the complete
record of each student—the data, curves, introspection, ten-
tative conclusions and the digests of home reading—were ex-
amined by the instructor.
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The fruits of educational psychology need more testing in
the psychological class room. The writer has heard of teach-
ers of educational psychology who are neglectful of the ideals
and principles they serve up to the teacher of the three r 's

it
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or of Latin and algebra. For the sake of both efficiency and
of consistency cannot the movement which supports this jour-
nal have first effect in the renovation of our own teaching?
The above account is offered humbly as a record of one
teacher's groping after better methods of teaching psychology
under handicapping conditions. Possibly it may provoke
someone to point out to him and fellow sufferers a better way.

If it seems to the reader that undue enthusiasm has been
manifested for the class experiment, let it be recalled again
that the excellent preparation of the student in the basal
sciences cleared the way for an easy entrance into psychology.
The teacher, after the reform, had to consume little time in
pausing to describe a simple spectrum, or the working of an
electro-magnet or to give a working definition of a neurone
or of metabolism. Actual correlation is as important a factor
in the teaching of psychology as is the valuable class experi-
ment.

President Schurman, after a stud}' of the list of 135 men dropped
from Cornell in February of this year on account of unsatisfactory work,
reports that the fraternity men show almost twice as high a percentage
of failures as the non-fraternity men. Among the fraternities themselves
there are great differences in the matter of scholarship. Of the thirty-
seven national and local fraternities at Cornell eleven did not have a
single failure, while in eight the failures ranged from 10 <f0 to 17 fo-


